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down by restating the purpose of his being in Norham. “What a pity. I was 
hoping you could stay a few more days in Norham. Nonetheless, please feel 
free to drop by Norham whenever you’re free. 

This place is far and isolated, but the sceneries here are not bad. However, 
we are lacking in terms of resources.” Despite what he said, Austin was 
actually grinning from ear to ear. 

Regardless of the reason behind Jared’s arrival, his advent had indeed 
caused Austin considerable mental stress. “Mr. Zagorski, there is something I 
wish to know, but I’m not sure if it is an appropriate question to ask,” Jared 
said. 

“There’s no need to behave so courteously around me, Mr. Chance. Please 
ask away. I’ll tell you everything I know,” Austin answered with utmost 
sincerity. 

Jared asked curiously, “Mr. Zagorski, since the Zagorski family is established 
in Norham, a place with scarce resources, may I know how you cultivate? I 
heard you cultivate by absorbing this entire city’s natural energy.” 

Austin burst out laughing after listening to Jared’s inquiry. “Hahaha! Do you 
believe in that hearsay too, Mr. Chance? Who am I to have the capacity to 
absorb the city’s natural energy? Those are just some fake rumors circulating 
in public. 

All I’m doing is utilizing my status to soak up some citizens’ faith energy. As 
Norham’s mayor, it is still within my power to have every household install a 
statue of me in their residence. Moreover, my ancestors passed down a set of 
techniques that enabled me to cultivate using faith energy from the crowd. 

That said, the little amount of energy is far from helpful. If one truly wishes to 
strengthen one’s abilities, one will still need to rely on a large number of 
resources. If I’m really able to take in Norham’s. natural energy, I won’t still be 
cooped up in this small border city,” Austin explained to Jared. “Faith 
energy…” 

Clarity washed over Jared. This technique that’s passed down in the Zagorski 
family seems similar to the skill used by the blood demon on Encanta Island 



previously. That blood demon also relied on the mass to worship his statue to 
absorb their spiritual energy. 

However, he didn’t share Austin’s belief about faith energy being inefficacious 
in boosting one’s cultivation. 

Austin found faith energy to be impotent because Norham was too small and 
had too few citizens. In addition, those citizens might not revere him to a great 
extent, so the effect of faith energy felt negligible to Austin, but what if the faith 
energy was amassed from people living in a large city with a dense 
population, a country, or even the whole world? 

With such a large number of contributors, the intensity of the faith energy 
would undoubtedly be substantial.. 

Nevertheless, convincing many people to worship one person would be 
arduous. Still, Jared was beginning to harbor an interest in a technique like 
that. 

While Jared was chatting with Austin, Jessica had returned to Demon 
Sect. “Mr. Sullivan, bad news.” She sought Patrick out upon reaching 
Demon Sect. “What’s wrong, Jessica?” Patrick furrowed his brows slightly. 

“Mr. Chance was taken away by the Zagorski family’s scion, Kayson. Hurry up 
and think of a way to rescue him!” she said. “He was taken away by someone 
from the Zagorski family? Why do they want to lay hold of him?” he asked in 
bafflement. 

Jessica could only recount the conflict with Kayson to Patrick, but she didn’t 
mention the matter regarding how Flaxseed had taken advantage of her. “This 
scion from the Zagorski family is such a fool. I can’t believe he has the 
audacity to capture Jared,” Patrick chirped. 

Noticing his nonchalance and amusement, Jessica asked in puzzlement, “Mr. 
Sullivan, hurry up and send someone to rescue Mr. Chance. Aren’t we 
planning to collaborate with him?” 

“Don’t worry, Jared will be fine. If he can’t even handle a little clan like the 
Zagorski family, what’s the point of us working together with him? I’m sure 
he’ll be all right, but the same couldn’t be said for the Zagorski family. You 
should go back to where you came from. Otherwise, Jared won’t be able to 
open the door to the secret realm on his own,” Patrick elaborated calmly. 
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Patrick. She didn’t know if he was being truthful. Noticing her doubtful manner, 
Patrick caressed Jessica’s cheeks with his finger and said, “When have I ever 
lied to you? Don’t worry and go look for Jared. He’s definitely all right.” 

Jessica’s face flushed crimson at Patrick’s touch. She nodded and said, 
“Okay, I’m going to find him…” 

She exited the secret realm and arrived at the Zagorski residence. As 
expected, she was greeted by the sight of Jared chatting with Austin over 
coffee. Meanwhile, Kayson was meekly standing. 

beside the two, keeping his head low. Austin spotted Jessica and cast a 
meaningfull glance at Jared. “Mr. Chance, is this the friend you’ve been 
talking about?” 

Jared nodded. “Yes. She’s Jessica Zimmerman.” 

“Hello, Mr. Zagorski,” Jessica greeted him. “Haha! No wonder you’ve come all 
the way to this desolate place. It seems that even heroes can’t resist the 
charms of a beautiful woman.” 

Austin assumed that Jared and Jessica were: an item. Jared did not correct 
the man and merely smiled in response. Meanwhile, Jessica said, “We should 
go…” 

After Jared bade goodbye to Austin, he went back to the secret realm with 
Jessica. 

Jared didn’t even bother to go look for Flaxseed, as he knew that the latter 
would disappear for at least three days if he had gone fooling around with 
women. 

After returning to the secret realm, Jared wanted to check out the chaos 
dimension again. However, as Flaxseed was not around, he decided against 
the idea. He was afraid that others might compromise his physical body after 
his spirit left his body without anyone guarding it. 



However, whenever he closed his eyes, the image of the ten-thousand-year-
old tuber fleeceflower would appear in his mind. It was something so rare that 
not even the prestigious families had ever seen the likes of it. 

In the late evening, Jessica suddenly approached Jared. “Mr. Chance, Mr. 
Sullivan is looking for you.” Jared was befuddled. Why is Patrick looking for 
me at this hour? 

Jared met Patrick, who wasted no time beating around the bush. “Mr. Chance, 
the map shows there will be herbs appearing on a mountain west of Norham. 
We have no idea what kind of herb it will be as well. 

However, we can be certain of one thing-the volume will be big. As a token of 
sincerity, we’re going to hand over this batch of herbs to you. Demon Sect will 
not take a single ounce out of this discovery.” 

“Could you let me have a look at the map?” Jared asked. “Of course.” 

Patrick led Jared into the secret room. Jared saw a golden light flashing 
continuously at a location marked on the map, which was west of Norham, 
blipping brighter and faster with every passing second. 

“Hmm? Why is the marking for the location different this time?” Patrick 
mumbled in confusion. “Why? What’s different?” Jared asked. 

“The marking was usually red, not gold. Besides, it never used to flash this 
rapidly and brightly. Why did the light become golden? It was still red when I 
discovered it just now…” 

Patrick frowned in befuddlement as he took a closer look at the map. “Mr. 
Sullivan, can the map tell us when the herbs will appear?” Jared continued to 
ask. “About three days later, but we won’t be able to tell the specific time,” 
Patrick replied. 

“Okay. I’m going to look for it three days later.” For reasons unbeknownst to 
him, anticipation filled Jared’s heart as he watched the blipping golden light on 
the map. 

“Mr. Chance, I hope you can make your preparations earlier. If you head there 
three. days later, I’m afraid nothing would be left…” Patrick reminded. 



After all, the whole Norham was under the Zagorski family’s control. Hence, 
the Zagorskis would be the first to know if any herbs were appearing. 
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out of the secret room after that. “Mr. Chance, we’ve shown how sincere we 
are. So, what are we going to do about the blood demon’s physical body?” 
Patrick asked. 

“Don’t worry. Since you’re sincere, I’ll gift you the blood demon’s physical 
body. It’s basically useless to me anyway.” Jared left upon finishing his 
sentence. 

He couldn’t sleep a wink throughout the night, thinking about the ten-
thousand-year-old tuber fleeceflower. In the end, Jared could no longer 
contain his curiosity and slowly got out of bed. He headed to the borders of 
the secret realm while it was still dark out. 

After examining his surroundings, Jared conjured a charm. After the 
previous experiment, he had gotten the hang of drawing. charms. Hence, he 
succeeded in just one try. He pasted the charm on his body, and his soul 
immediately detached from his body. 

Jared glanced at his physical body before passing the barrier and entering the 
chaos dimension. He could feel immeasurable killing energy attacking his 
soul. However, he persevered and powered through the barrier. 

After a long time, he could see the light in front of him. Jared was once again 
in the resource area. He only had eyes for the ten-thousand-year-old tuber 
fleeceflower and ran straight for it. 

The ten-thousand-year-old tuber fleeceflower glinted with a faint golden light. 
When Jared got closer to it, it swayed gently as if it could feel his presence. 

He reached out to touch it. However, since he was in his soul form, he 
couldn’t actually touch the tuber fleeceflower. Despite so, the tuber 
fleeceflower released a swarm of spiritual energy, invigorating Jared. 

How nice would it be if I could take this ten- thousand-year-old tuber 
fleeceflower away. Jared stared at the tuber fleeceflower in a daze, 
disappointed that he couldn’t take it with him. 



At that moment, however, the ten-thousand- year-old tuber fleeceflower 
emitted a bright. golden light. Subsequently, the light gradually grew fainter by 
the minute. 

Jared was dumbfounded as he watched the tuber fleeceflower slowly turn 
transparent and dematerialize right in front of him.. 

What’s happening? He leaned forward to grab the tuber fleeceflower, trying to 
stop it from disappearing. However, he could not seem to hold onto it. The 
tuber fleeceflower soon vanished right before his eyes. It was as if it never 
existed in the first place. 

Jared was startled and took a look at the other medicinal herbs growing in the 
vicinity of the tuber fleeceflower. However, everything was as normal as it 
could be. How can this be? – 

He furrowed his brows in contemplation. I was still thinking of taking the tuber 
fleeceflower with me after passing through the barrier. And yet, it disappeared 
right before my eyes! 

Jared couldn’t figure out what had happened even after much ponderation. 
Seeing as his time was almost up, he had no choice but to exit the chaos 
dimension. 

After returning to his bedroom, Jared stayed awake for the whole night, 
thinking about the tuber fleeceflower that had disappeared. In the morning, 
Jessica went to look for Jared, preparing to leave the secret realm with him 
and head to where the herbs would appear. 

Jared figured it would be best to bring Flaxseed along on their trip. Even 
though Flaxseed was a lecherous man, he was pretty knowledgeable in 
various aspects. They finally found Flaxseed in a hotel after searching for a 
bit. 

Jared knocked on his door, and Flaxseed answered the door in annoyance. 
The latter only had his underwear on, and there were two beautiful women 
dressed in sexy lingerie on his bed. 

Jessica glared at Flaxseed upon seeing the unbecoming sight before turning 
to walk away with her face flushed. Meanwhile, Jared said, “Mr. Flaxseed, 
there will be a manifestation of herbs three days later. I hope that you’ll come 
along with me to take a look at it.” 



Flaxseed looked at Jessica, who had walked away, and reprimanded Jared, 
“Why did you bring her? You’re ruining my impeccable image!” 

“Your image was never impeccable to begin with. Hurry up.” Jared paid no 
heed to the man’s complaints and dragged him along. “Hey, you have to let 
me get dressed…” 

Flaxseed hastily got dressed as Jared dragged him along. The three of them 
then headed to the west of Norham. 
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an old man in a secret room in the Zagorski residence. Austin treated the old 
man with respect, so it was safe to assume the old man was a man of 
importance. 

“Master Williams, how is the deduction going?” Austin asked the old man 
cautiously. The old man furrowed his brows and uttered with a grim 
expression, “Keep your mouth shut when I’m deducing…” 

With that, the old man rose to his feet and left the secret room. He then 
scattered the black stones in his hand around the courtyard. Under the sun, 
the black stones suddenly glowed a faint light. 

“Axinomancy Technique is the way of nature. I’m Hank Williams, and I want to 
deduce the Heavenly Law…” 

As soon as the old man finished that sentence, he started prostrating himself 
before the black. stones. He did that to every stone, so he bowed dozens of 
times. Austin merely watched from the side, and he didn’t dare to utter a 
word.. 

Right then, Kayson suddenly rushed into the courtyard and said, “Dad, you 
said- The moment Kayson entered the courtyard, he saw the black stones 
scattered on the ground and was astonished. Why is that old man bowing 
nonstop? 

Austin jumped in alarm and waved dismissively when he saw Kayson 
storming into the courtyard. However, it was too late because Hank’s 
gaze had already turned icy when he lifted his head. 



Kayson couldn’t help but shudder when he saw the look in Hank’s 
eyes. Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Suddenly, the stones on the ground shot 
toward Kayson as though they were weapons. 

Kayson was a Martial Arts Marquis, so he wasn’t going to stand still and let 
himself get killed. He then released a white cloud of mist and protected his 
body from the stones. 

Thud! Thud! Thud! The stones hit Kayson’s body, and he was sent flying 
backward with blood spurting out of his mouth. “Please have mercy, Master 
Williams!” Seeing that, Austin immediately leaped forward and shielded 
Kayson. 

“The Art of Deduction is against the Heavenly Law because I’m peeking into 
the future. Why would you come rushing in at this time? Do you want me to 
die?” Hank thundered with a scowl on his face. 

“Master Williams, please forgive my son’s foolishness. Also, I didn’t tell him 
beforehand. Please forgive us, Master Williams!” Austin apologized. 

“Dad, who is this old man? How dare he hurt me in our territory?” Kayson 
clutched his chest and looked at Austin in bafflement. I don’t get it! Dad is the 
mayor of Norham. Why is he such a coward? I know why he’s scared of 
Jared, but why is he scared of an old man? 

“B*stard! Shut up!” Austin glared at Kayson and ordered, “This is Master 
Williams. Apologize to Master Williams now!” 

Austin asked Kayson to apologize, but the latter refused to do so. Seeing that, 
Hank waved dismissively and said, “Forget about it. This is fate. Perhaps I’m 
not destined to do this. Please look for somebody else.” 

With that, Hank waved his arm, and all the stones immediately returned to his 
hand. Seeing that Hank was actually leaving, Austin instantly went up to him 
and pleaded, “Master Williams, what happened was our fault. Please perform 
the deduction once again. I’m willing to double the price.” 

Despite the other man’s pleas, Hank showed no intention of staying. “Mr. 
Zagorski, Axinomancy Technique isn’t to be taken lightly, and I shouldn’t be 
deducing as I wish. However, I can confirm that your opportunity will arise in 
three days’ time, and it will appear a hundred miles west of the city. 



I don’t know what is it exactly, but I know this is something huge. If you can 
get it, your strength will grow exponentially. If you fail, you might die.” With 
that, Hank ignored Austin and left. 
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about, and he grumbled disdainfully, “Dad, when did you start respecting 
quacks so much? It’s so obvious that the guy is a scammer.” 

“Scammer?” Austin was livid, and he delivered Kayson a tight slap across the 
face. Kayson zipped his mouth when he realized how angry his father was. 

After regaining his composure, Austin said to Kayson, “Summon all the 
executives. This could be a huge opportunity for the Zagorski family…” 

Kayson didn’t know what was that about, but he obediently gathered all the 
executives of the Zagorski family. 

Hank didn’t leave Norham upon departing from the Zagorski residence. 
Instead, he went straight to the west side of Norham city. “Who would’ve 
known that I would come across a ten-thousand-year herb? This is a rare 
chance!” 

Hank was over the moon, and he quickened his pace. In fact, Hank had 
figured out what was happening through his deduction. However, the 
appearance of the herb was so appealing that he decided to hide the truth 
from Austin. 

At the same time, Hank was worried that other people would also find out 
about it. Hence, he told Austin about the general location of the herb, knowing 
that Austin would definitely send people over to watch the area. That way, 
with the intervention of the Zagorskis, others would have to proceed warily. 

On the other hand, Hank could use Axinomancy Technique to find out the 
exact location of the herb and take it away. While Hank was on his way to the 
west, he kept throwing his black stones outward and following in the direction 
the stones led. 

Soon, Hank arrived in front of a forest. When he threw his stone, he noticed 
that the stone didn’t travel as far as he expected it to. Instead, it merely 
dropped onto the ground three meters ahead. Even a three-year-old child can 



throw a stone that far. I was throwing it with force, yet it didn’t fly into the 
distance! 

A smile appeared on Hank’s face when he saw that. “This is the place…” 

After that, Hank took out more black stones. While he was chanting 
something, he hurled the stones in his hand into the surrounding grove one by 
one. 

Black stones soon scattered around the area. Just then, Jared and the others 
arrived at the same place. Jared was confused when her noticed someone 
else was around. 

“Did someone find out about this place?” With a frown, Jared approached 
cautiously. There, Jared saw an old man chanting and throwing black stones 
around. He looks like a maniac! “Is that a dimwit?” Jessica couldn’t help but 
ask when she saw what Hank was doing. 

“I don’t know, but it seems like he’s setting up an arcane array…” Jared didn’t 
think Hank was a dimwit. That old man seems to be setting up an arcane 
array, but I’ve never seen anyone do it like that before! 

When Flaxseed saw Hank, however, the former was shocked. 
“Hank?” Hearing that, Jared turned toward Flaxseed and asked, “Mr. 
Flaxseed, do you know that man?” 

Flaxseed nodded. “That fellow is known as Hank Williams. He’s a member of 
Destiny Sect. The members of Destiny Sect are always rambling about how 
they can comprehend Heavenly Law and deduce the future. 

The truth is that they’re all a bunch of fortune-telling b*stards. They learned 
some sort of weird techniques, and they’re out there scamming the public. A 
lot of prestigious families believe these guys… 

Jared stared intently at Flaxseed and asked, “What’s with your tone? Mr. 
Flaxseed, do you hold a grudge against Hank?”  Jared noticed the annoyance 
in Flaxseed’s tone when Flaxseed talked about Hank. Therefore, Jared 
thought those two had a conflict in the past. 

“Hmph! I lost the woman I loved the most because of this foolish b*stard. Back 
then, I was almost getting married to my then- girlfriend. Right before the 



wedding, however, my then-girlfriend went to see this guy to have her fortune 
told. 

In the end, she left me for him…” Flaxseed’s eyes were filled with rage when 
he glared at Hank. Jared nearly laughed out loud when he heard those words. 
I can’t believe something like that happened to Flaxseed decades ago! 
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a girlfriend? And you were getting married? Coming across you is probably 
the worst thing that can happen to any woman!” 

“I wasn’t like this back then. In fact, I was very loyal to my then-girlfriend. I 
only became who I am today after she left me. She made me realize I can’t 
trust women. Instead, I should just treat them as toys,” Flaxseed 
explained. Jessica wasn’t happy when she heard Flaxseed refer to women as 
toys. 

“Mr. Flaxseed, although you’re speaking ill of that fellow, he managed to find 
his way here, didn’t he? It seems like this Art of Deduction of his is rather 
useful,” Jared uttered. After all, I had to use the map from Demon Sect to find 
this place. Yet, Hank found it by solely relying on his deduction. 

“Pfft! What’s so useful about it? This has to be a manifestation of a ten-
thousand-year herb. A manifestation of such a herb will surely trigger all sorts 
of strange happenings. As long as I’m nearby, I can also tell what’s going on. 

There’s nothing impressive about it. Heck, even if I’m a hundred miles away, I 
can still locate ancient ruins underground. It’s the same thing! If he really 
could comprehend Heavenly Law and deduce the future, he would’ve become 
ant immortal being.” Flaxseed’s face was filled with disdain. 

Jared realized Flaxseed had a point. Sometimes, I can’t help but admire Mr. 
Flaxseed’s capability. 

“Mr. Flaxseed, what’s the deduction of the future about? Also, how could you 
tell the location of ancient ruins? How do you feel the manifestation of such 
magical herbs?” Jared was intrigued. 

“What’s the matter? Are you interested in learning it?” Flaxseed asked with a 
smug expression on his face. 



“Yes. We can always learn the good qualities of others, can’t we? If you teach 
me the Art of Deduction, I’ll teach you about spells…” Jared was afraid that 
Flaxseed wouldn’t teach him, so he offered the knowledge of spells. 

“Let me ask you something. If someone nearby is getting ready to kill you, will 
you be able to sense it?” Flaxseed asked Jared. “Of course. I can immediately 
sense danger.” Jared nodded. “How do you do that, then?” Flaxseed 
continued. querying. 

This time around, Jared had trouble coming up with the answer. With a frown, 
he replied, “I’m not sure. It’s just that over time, my body will instinctively react 
to dangerous auras. I don’t know how to explain it!” 

“Well, let me explain it to you. When someone wants to kill you, a murderous 
aura will appear in that person’s body. When that aura creeps into the air, 
you’ll know danger is around the corner. Hence, your body will respond to it. If 
an ordinary person without a hint of hostility were to walk past you, you 
wouldn’t feel the presence of danger. 

This sort of murderous aura isn’t concealable. If you intend to kill someone, 
your body will exude murderous intent, right? No matter how hard you try to 
hide it, a good fighter can still detect your murderous intent. In terms of 
Heavenly Law, it works similarly to how a person is exuding their aura. 

Heavenly Law is the law of nature. If you see Heavenly Law as a person, you 
can sense the aura it exudes! You can tell if it’s happy, sad, or about to kill. 
That’s how Heavenly Law works. You need to understand the existence of 
Heavenly Law. 

Once you’ve done that, you’ll be able to sense all the tiny changes all around 
the world. In fact, you’ll even be able to tell when an ant has died. In other 
words, you’ll be the ruler of the world! 

So, when a ten-thousand-year herb manifests, you don’t need to fully 
comprehend Heavenly Law to notice it. All you need to do is sense the 
changes in the environment,” Flaxseed explained in detail, but he didn’t know 
if Jared could fully understand what he just said. In truth, Flaxseed himself 
also hadn’t fully understood the principles of Heavenly Law. 
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Jared slightly shut his eyes and sensed his surroundings intently. I can feel 
Flaxseed, Jessica, and Hank! I can feel their auras, but that seems to be all 
that I can feel. 

With that in mind, Jared tried his best to eliminate those auras and placed his 
hand on the ground. Right then, he could feel the aura of nature. Now, I can 
feel the plants! 

Slowly, Jared entered a magical world where all the plants in the world were 
capable of communicating. In fact, he could even clearly feel the ants walking 
the earth. 

At the same time, those living things could also sense Jared’s presence. They 
were all exuding different auras. It seems like all of them have their own things 
to say to me! The moment I placed my hand on the ground, their presence 
became illusionary and realistic at the same time! 

Moreover, Jared could feel a wave of violent and horrifying aura somewhere 
nearby. The source of that aura is desperately trying to break through the soil! 
That is most probably where the ten-thousand-year herb is. 

At present, however, the range Jared could sense was limited. Anywhere 
beyond a hundred. meters became blurry and undetectable. “So this is the so-
called Heavenly Law?” Jared murmured. 

“What Heavenly Law? Please don’t tell me you’ve mastered Heavenly Law.” 
Flaxseed stared at Jared in disbelief. Even I don’t understand Heavenly Law 
entirely, and I was merely explaining what I know about it. Don’t tell me Jared 
already has Heavenly Law figured out! That’s ridiculous! 

“No. I’m just curious!” Jared flashed a faint smile. As of now, I’m unsure, too. I 
don’t even know what I felt was actually Heavenly Law or not. 

Just then, Hank was already done setting up his arcane array. The ground 
was filled with black stones, and they were all well hidden within the bushes. 
One would have to look closely to spot the stones. 

“With this arcane array, no one will be able to grab the herb when it manifests. 
Therefore, it’s going to be mine!” Hank smiled and scanned his surroundings 
before fleeing the scene. 



Right before Hank left, Flaxseed wanted to go after Hank. After all, there was 
bad blood between those two. 

Jared stopped Flaxseed just in time and advised, “Mr. Flaxseed, we haven’t 
gotten our hands on the herb yet. If you act now, everyone’s going to know 
about it. You can take your revenge after we get the herb because that fellow 
is surely going to be around when the herb manifests.” Hearing that, Flaxseed 
glared at Hank’s retreating figure, his gaze filled with murderous intent. 

Obviously, having his fiancée stolen from him. was an unforgivable 
offense. Although all Hank did was take Flaxseed’s girlfriend away from him, it 
was still considered a severe humiliation of a lifetime. 

Jared couldn’t help but think of his own past when he saw the state Flaxseed 
was in. If I didn’t learn spiritual energy cultivation from Draco, I would still be 
living my life burdened by endless humiliation! 

After Hank left, Jared and the others wanted to come out of hiding. All of a 
sudden, the ground shook a little, and they heard footsteps. 

Judging by the sounds they heard, it sounded. like a lot of people were 
running toward them. Jared and the others quickly went back into hiding. 
Right then, hundreds of people came. swarming over. 

Austin was the leader, and those hundreds of people were all his 
subordinates. “Seal the area! Don’t let anyone come near this place!” Austin 
ordered loudly. 

“Understood!” Soon, those hundreds of people surrounded the area up to 
several miles in radius, and everyone was standing at a distance from each 
other. 
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commotion? Is something going to happen here?” Kayson asked. “A ten-
thousand-year herb will be appearing. here soon!” Austin exclaimed. “A ten-
thousand-year herb?” Kayson froze. “Here?” 

“If Master Williams’ deduction is right, then this is the spot. I’m going to seal 
off this place so that no one will be able to get to it before I do,” Austin 
continued. 



“T-This will be the Zagorski family’s golden opportunity! A ten-thousand-year 
herb? Our family is beyond lucky!” Kayson was thrilled, too. 

Not far from them was Jared, who was looking at the Zagorski father-and-son 
duo. It was then he realized why Austin had been asking him. why he was at 
Norham. 

As it turned out, Austin knew that the ten- thousand-year herb was going to 
appear soon, so Austin was afraid that he was there to steal the herb from 
him. 

“Keep a close eye on this place. The day after tomorrow will be when the ten-
thousand-year herb will appear. As long as we get it, we’ll all ascend to great 
heights,” Austin told the executives. 

“Don’t worry, Mr. Zagorski. Not even a bird will be able to get in here,” one of 
the executives swore. 

Austin nodded. He then called Kayson over, preparing to leave. After all, the 
herb would only appear the day after the next, so there was no need for them 
to stick around. 

However, right as Austin was about to leave with Kayson, he suddenly stood 
still before flicking his eyes to look in the direction where Jared and Flaxseed 
were hiding. 

“They’ve noticed us,” said Flaxseed when he noticed Austin’s gaze. However, 
Jared gestured for him to keep quiet. “Come out now. It’s embarrassing for 
you to hide in the shadows,” Austin said, facing the direction where Jared and 
company was at. 

Flaxseed glanced at Jared, and when he noticed that Jared remained still, he 
did the same. Meanwhile, when Austin realized no one was coming out, he 
furrowed his brows and uttered, “If you’re not going to come out, I’ll be 
showing you no mercy.” 

Right as he said that, the Zagorski family’s executives took out their 
respective weapons. A ball of light began glowing on Austin’s right hand when 
he still received no response. Then, he flung his arm and hurled the energy 
toward Jared and Flaxseed. 



Boom! A loud explosion sounded, and dirt flew everywhere. Two figures 
leaped into the air from a spot not far from Jared and Flaxseed. Flaxseed was 
stunned by the abrupt appearance of the two figures. He did not know that 
there were other people hiding around them. 

Once those two figures stilled themselves, Jared took in their faces and 
inhaled sharply. As it turned out, the two figures were Marcelo of the 
Southwest Region’s Garcia family. Jared had only seen Marcelo once when 
Deragon Sect was established, and never after. This time, Marcelo even had 
a man who was in his fifties with him. 

Upon seeing the two figures, Austin narrowed his eyes and said, “Why is the 
prestigious son of the Garcia family doing such a shady thing?” 

“Mr. Zagorski, what shady things have I done? 

Am I not allowed to experience basic human needs and relieve myself in the 
woods? Even though you’re Norham’s mayor, you can’t stop me from taking a 
dump, right?” Marcelo retorted in a teasing tone. 

Jared could not stifle a laugh when he heard that. For a moment, Austin did 
not know how to respond to Marcelo’s words. 

“Cut it out, Marcelo. Your home is hundreds of miles away from this place. 
How could you have come all the way here to take a dump? I’d say you’re 
here for the ten-thousand-year herb!” Austin snarled. 

They were both young people as well as sons. of prestigious families. Even 
though Kayson. was not as powerful as Marcelo, they were at Norham, which 
was the Zagorski family’s territory. Hence, Kayson did not fear Marcelo. 

Nevertheless, Austin nearly died from a heart. attack when he heard his son 
telling Marcelo about the ten-thousand-year herb. Is he at f*cking idiot? 
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Who knew that Mr. Zagorski would have blasted me away from my spot not 
long after I crouched down? I never expected Mr. Zagorski to be this short- 
tempered. I can’t believe I was targeted just because I’m taking a dump in 
your territory.” 

“Mr. Garcia, let’s get straight to the point. Why are you here? Be honest,” 
Austin icily uttered. “I’m just here on vacation. Is that not allowed? If not, we’ll 
leave now.” 

With that, Marcelo said to the man beside him, “Let’s go.” The two turned 
around to leave. Austin was glowering at them, but he did not make a move. 

On the other hand, Kayson took a step forward, about to stop Marcelo from 
leaving. Alas, his father stopped him. 

“Dad, why are you stopping me? We can’t let them leave! They’re clearly here 
for the ten- thousand-year herb!” Kayson anxiously cried out. 

Smack! Austin gave Kayson a slap. “When the f*ck will you grow up? You’re 
such an idiot! Even though there hasn’t been much news about the Garcia 
family of the Southwest Region, they’ve been steadily growing in power. Do 
you think we can afford to offend them? Even if we stop Marcelo, will no one 
else learn about this?” 

As Kayson held onto his reddened cheek, he asked miserably, “Then what do 
we do?” 

“What can we do? We can only take one step at a time. Regardless of 
everything, we’re at Norham-the Zagorski family’s territory. We won’t let 
anyone take that ten-thousand-year herb from us!” Austin gritted out as a cold 
look flashed across his eyes. 

Once the Zagorski father-and-son duo was gone, Jared and Flaxseed left as 
well. There was no need for them to stay there after pinpointing the location of 
the herb. Furthermore, there were many people guarding the place. It would 
be impossible for Jared and Flaxseed to get any closer. 

Once they returned to Norham, they went to stay at a hotel. “It seems like the 
manifestation of this ten- thousand-year herb isn’t exactly a secret,” Jared 
remarked with a frown.. 



The more people knew about the matter, the harder it would be for Jared to 
get his hands on the ten-thousand-year herb. After all, everyone would risk 
their lives to get a resource as tempting as that herb. “There certainly will be 
strange phenomenal when the herb manifests. It’s impossible to 

keep this a secret. I just wonder how many sects and prestigious families 
know about this,” Flaxseed solemnly responded. The manifestation of a top-
grade resource like this would definitely bring about a bloodbath. War would 
be inevitable. 

“Come on, let’s walk around the streets. If this ten-thousand-year herb is 
attracting all sorts of sects and prestigious families to it, I’m sure we’ll notice 
the difference out there,” Jared told Flaxseed, planning to head outside to see 
if they could discover anything new.. 

However, Jessica came forward. She said, “Mr. Chance, our vice president is 
looking for us, so I’ll need to head back.” “Of course. Stay safe on your way 
back, Ms. Zimmerman,” Jared nodded. 

After a few days of interacting with Jessica, Jared found himself having a 
good impression of her. In fact, of all the members in Demon Sect, he had the 
most trust in her. 

Although Patrick was polite to him as well, there was something strange about 
Patrick that Jared could not put a finger on. Furthermore, he had never seen 
the lord of the Demon Sect after exchanging a few words with him the other 
time. 

Staring at Jessica’s retreating figure, Flaxseed sighed and said, “This girl is 
too naive. She’ll end up getting tricked into sleeping with Patrick one day. 
What a good woman she is. What a pity.” 

Flaxseed nearly drooled. Jared chuckled and said, “You don’t need to worry 
about that. She already slept with him.” Flaxseed stiffened before turning to 
look at Jared in disbelief. “What? She slept with him already? Are you 
serious?” 
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lamenting. Alas, there was nothing he could do. Their consummation was 
consensual, after all. 

“Why are you saying that? It’s not like you need more women.” Jared then 
dragged Flaxseed out of the hotel. 

While the two were strolling the streets, Jared unleashed his spiritual sense 
and realized that there were plenty of combat masters around. 

However, they were not hostile toward Jared; they were all doing their own 
things. With a knit in his brows, Jared continued. ambling down the street. 

Meanwhile, in the Zagorski residence’s hall, Austin was grimly sitting on the 
main seat as numerous executives of the Zagorski family sat further down the 
table. 

“Mr. Zagorski, there are many unfamiliar faces who have appeared in Norham 
today. Moreover, they are all combat masters. Even the weakest of them all 
are Martial Arts Marquis. There are also many Greater Martial Arts Marquis 
within 

the crowd,” one of the executives reported to Austin. “Do you know where 
they came from?” Austin asked. 

“No, but some of them are from various sects and prestigious families around 
Norham. I’m not sure about the others,” the executive replied. 

“A top-grade resource material like the ten- thousand-year herb can never be 
a secret, huh?” Austin sighed. It felt as if he had aged ten years in a second. 

“Dad, Norham is our family’s territory. We have seven Greater Martial Arts 
Marquis working for our family, and we even have dozens of Martial Arts 
Marquis. Why should we be scared of them? So what if the ones who are here 
are from the big families in Jadeborough? The strongest party has the final 
say here,” Kayson confidently uttered. 

“Mr. Zagorski, you don’t need to worry too much about this. With our 
capability, those visitors will not necessarily be able to defeat us,” one of the 
executives reassured Austin. 



“I wouldn’t be worried if the Garcia family of the Southwest Region was the 
only one who came, but who knows how many sects and prestigious families 
have sent their Martial Arts Marquis here? 

If they were to form an alliance to go up against our family, what do you think. 
our chances of winning are? Even if we do emerge as victor and get that ten-
thousand- year herb, we’d still have suffered a great loss. 

How are we going to guard the herb by then? The ten-thousand-year herb 
won’t be anything. beneficial to us when that happens. Instead, it’ll be our 
family’s ticking time bomb. Everyone will be eyeing us, and they’ll be ready to 
destroy us for the herb.” 

Since news about the ten-thousand-year herb had spread like wildfire, Austin 
was well-aware that disaster would befall the Zagorski family even if they did 
get their hands on the herb. 

“What do we do then? We can’t just watch as other sects and prestigious 
families take the herb, right?” Kayson pointed out in confusion. 

“Of course not. If our family can’t get it, we might as well do someone an easy 
favor instead…” Austin narrowed his eyes before saying to Austin, “Find a 
way to invite Jared here. Remember to be nice and polite. If you enrage Jared 
again, I’ll break your legs.” 

“Dad, what are you talking about? Are you going to give Jared the ten-
thousand-year herb?” Kayson gasped. “What’s wrong with giving it to him if 
we can’t get it? 

Moreover, we’re not going to get our hands on the ten-thousand-year herb, so 
we’re not actually giving it to him. If Jared has the capability of getting it, 
however, we’ll be doing him a favor in helping him. We’ll get into his good 
books. Doesn’t that sound like a good idea?” Austin explained. “But, Dad…” 

Kayson was about to say something else, but he clamped his mouth shut 
when he saw Austin’s glare. “Shut up. When will you grow a brain in that head 
of yours? You’re such a short- sighted fool…” 

Having been chided, Kayson no longer dared to utter anything else in protest. 
Thus, he turned and left to seek Jared. 



On the other hand, Austin said to the executives, “Instruct all your men to look 
into the background and details of all the newcomers in Norham. I want to 
know how many are here for the ten-thousand-year herb.” 

“Yes, sir!” 

The executives left. 

 


